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A foundation is a body corporate, traditionally viewed as being somewhere
between a trust and a company. The Foundations (Jersey) Law 2009 (the
Jersey LawJersey Law) and the Foundations (Guernsey) Law, 2012 (the Guernsey LawGuernsey Law)
permit foundations to be created under the laws of Jersey and Guernsey
respectively.

A foundation can be created for bene ciaries or purposes or both.  Where created for purposes,

the purposes can be charitable, non-charitable or a mixture of both. A foundation might be

created, for example, for bene ting a particular person or class of persons, for carrying out a

speci c purpose or holding a particular asset.

Foundations can be used as an alternative to a trust in many situations and can also be used in

combination with trusts. The uses of foundations are discussed in more detail below. 

A foundation has separate legal personality. This means that the foundation itself exists in the

same way that a person or company exists. Therefore a foundation can hold assets and take

Court proceedings in its own name in the same way that a company may. This will have obvious

bene ts for any third parties wishing to contract with a foundation since that third party will

easily be able to ascertain the existence and status of the foundation and be comfortable that it

has full power to deal with its own assets. In this respect a foundation di ers from a trust where

it is the trustees of the trust who own assets and enter into contracts.

A foundation’s powers will be exercised by its council, which is similar to a company’s board of

directors.

How do Jersey and Guernsey foundations compare?How do Jersey and Guernsey foundations compare?

There are some key di erences between Jersey and Guernsey foundations, and a comparison

table is provided in the Appendix. 
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Both Jersey and Guernsey foundations are run by a 'council'.  Under the Jersey Law there must

be at least one council member although often there will be more. The Guernsey Law speci es

that there must be two council members unless otherwise stated in the foundation's

constitutional documents. The founder of the foundation (the person who usually provides the

assets) may remain actively involved in the management of the foundation by becoming a

member of the council.

The founder could also ensure that trusted family advisers, family members or friends are also

council members and therefore have control. Council members do not have a duciary duty to

people who may bene t from the foundation, but they do have duties towards the foundation

itself, similar to those directors have towards companies.

However, the Jersey Law does require that at least one council member is registered under the

Financial Services (Jersey) Law 1998 to carry on nancial services business of this type. This

person is referred to as the ‘Quali ed Member’. The Guernsey Law does not require this, but if no

foundation o cial (councillor or guardian) is a regulated entity under Guernsey Law, a resident

agent must be appointed who must be regulated.

Unlike a company, there are no shareholders to hold the council to account – in e ect a

foundation is ownerless. Instead in Jersey this role will be carried out by the holder of another

post known as the ‘guardian’. The main job of the guardian is to ensure that the council carries

out its functions in order to achieve the objects/purposes of the foundation. Generally, the

Jersey Law prohibits a person from being both a council member and guardian, but it expressly

permits the founder to be the guardian, even if he is also a council member, and the Quali ed

Member is also permitted to be guardian.  

Under the Jersey Law, unless the foundation's constitutional documents provide otherwise,

bene ciaries do not have a direct role in enforcing the terms of the foundation and they do not

have rights to information. However, a bene ciary may make an application to court for the

terms of the foundation to be enforced. Additionally many founders include provision in the

constitutional documents for bene ciaries to have the right to information.

By contrast, the Guernsey Law permits a foundation to be created with ‘enfranchised

bene ciaries’, ‘disenfranchised bene ciaries’ or both or neither (for example, if it is created for

purposes only). An enfranchised bene ciary is entitled to certain information in respect of the

foundation, but a disenfranchised bene ciary is not entitled to any information about the

foundation, unless the foundation’s constitution requires otherwise. 

Under the Guernsey Law, where there are no enfranchised bene ciaries, a guardian must be

appointed to hold the council to account. Under that law, a person cannot be both a council

member and a guardian.

Further, the Guernsey Law states that a guardian owes a duciary duty to the bene ciaries and
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founder of the Foundation by including the duty of care and duty to act en bon père de famille

(like a good father to a family) analogous to Guernsey's trust legislation. 

The requirement for a guardian distinguishes Jersey and Guernsey foundations from

foundations in many other jurisdictions and is a mechanism to ensure the proper administration

of foundations and protection for those who are to bene t from the foundation.

A foundation must have both a charter, as well as regulations (in Jersey) or rules (in Guernsey).

In Jersey, the charter is a public document and must state a number of matters including the

name of the foundation, the objects/purposes (although there is no need to identify any people

who will bene t) and the initial endowment (if any). The majority of details, however, will be

included in the regulations. Whilst the full set of regulations will remain private, abridged

regulations must also be led, following the introduction of the Financial Services (Disclosure

and Provision of Information) (Jersey) Law 2020 in January 2021. These abridged regulations will

be available to the public along with details of signi cant persons (council members), such as

the name, date of birth (limited to the month and year), address for correspondence and

nationality of the signi cant person. It should be noted that the address for correspondence

may be di erent to the person's residential address. Details of the founder and guardian can

remain private by deliberate exclusion from the abridged regulations and a nominated person

can apply to the Jersey Financial Services Commission for information to be kept private on a

number of grounds.

In Guernsey, the information contained on a public register is the name and registration number

of the foundation, the name and address of the councillors and guardian, and details of the

registered o ce. As with Jersey foundations, corporate entities can be used as councillors and

guardian.

It is possible to restrict the information that is provided to people who may bene t from the

foundation and therefore founders may prevent their children becoming aware of the existence

of the foundation until they reach a certain age or even until the founder’s death if the founder

considers this to be appropriate. Under the Guernsey Law, as indicated above, disenfranchised

bene ciaries can be entitled to no information at all regarding the foundation, and under the

Jersey Law bene ciaries are not entitled to information unless the foundation's constitution

speci es otherwise.

The Jersey and Guernsey Laws are drafted to ensure maximum exibility and therefore may be a

useful mechanism for holding assets if a trust is not considered appropriate or the founder

wishes to maintain a level of control. Foundations may also be more familiar than trusts to

prospective founders from civil law backgrounds. The tax implications of the use of a Foundation

and the control of a founder will of course need to be considered for each individual case.

Uses of foundationsUses of foundations
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A exible structure to hold assets to bene t family members

A foundation is often used as an alternative to a trust in structuring for succession planning and

other purposes. As with a trust, bene ciaries can have a xed entitlement (to, say, income from

the assets, as they would in a life interest trust) or receive bene ts at the discretion of the

foundation (as they would in a discretionary trust).

Foundations may have a particular appeal to founders who wish to retain some control, as they

or parties of their choice, can sit on the council of the foundation. Alternatively, the founder

may have a supervisory role, overseeing the actions of the council.  This could be achieved by

requiring the council to obtain the guardian's consent before exercising a particular power. It is

also possible to create a corporate guardian, with several family members on the board.

The fact that a foundation can be established where bene ciaries have no right to enforce and

no rights to information may also appeal to some founders.

A foundation for charitable or philanthropic purposes

A Jersey or Guernsey foundation can be created for charitable purposes, and also for purposes

which are philanthropic but do not meet the strict criteria to qualify as charitable.

Retaining and preserving certain assets

Foundations can be particularly useful where a structure is required to hold assets whose value

is volatile or may diminish, or where a single asset is held, such as an aeroplane, artwork or a

boat. Given a trustee's duty to diversify, act prudently, and in the best interests of the

bene ciaries, trustees may be reluctant to hold such assets.  There are a number of solutions

which clients may consider in this situation, including establishing a Jersey or Guernsey

foundation speci cally to hold the asset to bene t certain bene ciaries or purposes. The council

of the foundation will not be subject to the same duties as a trustee in a traditional trust – rather

their duty will be to ensure the object of the foundation (namely the holding and preservation of

the asset) is achieved. 

Family businesses

Founders of family businesses often recognise the need to establish a long-term holding

structure for that business, to help ensure the business is not fragmented on the passing of the

founder. A traditional trust structure can be problematic in this context for the reasons set out

above – namely the trustee's duty to diversify investments. A Jersey or Guernsey foundation is

one potential solution such clients might consider – the foundation is established for the purpose

of holding the company for the bene t of the family (and perhaps other bene ciaries or

purposes). The council's duty will be to retain the company for the bene t of family (and other

bene ciaries or purposes, if relevant).   
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Holding an asset to carry out a speci c transaction

In commercial situations, it is not uncommon for a special purpose vehicle company to be

established where its ownership needs to be separate from the rest of the structure.  A

foundation is an 'ownerless' incorporated vehicle which can be established for a speci c

business purpose, and is ideally suited to this type of planning.  

In combination with trusts

Where individuals or families establish trusts, but wish to retain a high level of control, they

often establish a private trust company (PTCPTC) to be trustee.  Family members can sit on the

board of the PTC and therefore have direct involvement in trustee decisions. 

Traditionally the shares of a PTC have been held by a professional trustee on the terms of a non-

charitable purpose trust. An alternative holding vehicle is a Guernsey or Jersey foundation. This

may be more appealing than a non-charitable purpose trust for some settlors, as the settlor or

named family members can sit on the council, and therefore be involved directly in running the

structure at this level. 

An alternative may be for a foundation itself to act as trustee, rather than a PTC. This enables

the founder, family members and advisers to be involved directly as trustee, as with a PTC

structure, but without the additional layer being required to hold the PTC shares. 

Foundations can also be used to own shares of any corporate protector or enforcer involved in a

trust structure. 

Overview of the di erences between Jersey andOverview of the di erences between Jersey and
Guernsey foundationsGuernsey foundations

  Jersey               Jersey               GuernseyGuernsey

LawLaw
Foundations

(Jersey) Law 2009

The Foundations

(Guernsey) Law

2012

DocumentsDocuments
Charter and

Regulations
Charter and Rules

EstablishedEstablished

forfor

Bene ciaries and /

or purposes

Bene ciaries

and/or purposes

Founder
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RolesRoles

Founder

Council

Guardian

 

Council

Guardian (if

purposes or

disenfranchised

bene ciaries)

Guernsey resident

agent (in some

cases – see below)

Need for localNeed for local

representationrepresentation

Quali ed Member

must be on council

If neither a

council member

nor the guardian

is a Guernsey

licensed duciary

then the

foundation must

have a Guernsey

licensed duciary

as resident agent

Can founderCan founder

be councilbe council

member ormember or

guardian orguardian or

both?both?

Yes, founder can

be council

member and

guardian

Founder can be

either council

member or

guardian but not

both

CanCan

corporates becorporates be

used?used?

Corporates may

act as founder,

council member

and guardian.

Corporates may

act as founder,

councillor or

guardian.

Is registrationIs registration

required?required?
Yes Yes

PubliclyPublicly

Charter (including

name

objects/purposes,

initial

endowment),

abridged

regulations and

Name and

registration

number of

foundation, name

and address of

councillors and
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availableavailable

informationinformation

information on

signi cant persons

i.e. council

members. No

requirement to

make names of

bene ciaries

public.

guardian, details

of reg o ce. 

(Note corporates

can be used)

Charter must be

led but is not

public.

Bene ciaries'Bene ciaries'

rights torights to

informationinformation

No, unless the

charter or

regulations

provide

otherwise.  NB a

'person of

standing' such as

a bene ciary may

make an

application to

court for the

terms of the

foundation to be

enforced.

It is possible to

ensure

bene ciaries do

not have rights to

information. 

'Enfranchised'

bene ciaries have

a right to

information but

disenfranchised

bene ciaries do

not. 

Time limitTime limit

(perpetuity(perpetuity

period)?period)?

None None

About Ogier

Ogier is a professional services rm with the knowledge and expertise to handle the most

demanding and complex transactions and provide expert, e cient and cost-e ective services

to all our clients. We regularly win awards for the quality of our client service, our work and our

people.

Disclaimer

This client brie ng has been prepared for clients and professional associates of Ogier. The

information and expressions of opinion which it contains are not intended to be a

comprehensive study or to provide legal advice and should not be treated as a substitute for

speci c advice concerning individual situations.
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Regulatory information can be found under Legal Notice
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